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"Satire is the magic word that wipes away any culpability. The media is jealolxA.bf.ihis freedom.
Rob Cordry, correspondent for The Daily Show
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Police all
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Sara Taggart
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Campus seniors were overjoyed on
Monday, March 26, as they participated in The College of Wooster's
traditional
Study
Independent
March, which follows the completion
of the Senior Independent Study.
However, the festivities, which
continued into the night with a private party for seniors at The College
Underground, came to a halt around
8:30 p.m., when Wooster City Police
arrived on campus in response to an
anonymous tip about campus thefts
and possible rioting.
According to Chief of Police
Dwight Black, Wooster police
received a call claiming that several
Wooster seniors, followed by a few
underclassmen "groupies," were littering campus grounds and stealing
bricks from campus pathways.
When police arrived on campus,
they found several hundred Tootsie
Roll wrappers and candies scattered
over the stairs and pathways leading
toward Kauke Hall. What they also

Four students were charged with theft of private property. The arrested students, though, put
up a loud fight. "I deserve this brick. We pay a lot of money to this school and we've paid for
these bricks," said Mary Popina '07 (Photo by Katharine Tatum).

several gaps in
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the brick paths; officers reported at

Editor in Chief
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least one gap per 15 bricks. Wooster
bricks are mentioned in the Wooster
College's
on
traditions
the
Admissions Web site, and the site
claims, "fThe bricks are now collector's items to many Wooster loyalists." However, Dean of Students
Kurt Holmes continues to claim that
brick-steali"has never been part of
the tradition."
"Although the large amount of litter on the grounds was a concern,"
said Black about his arrival on campus, "the theft involved was' what we
were really trying to solve, and also
prevent, if we could."
According to Black, the officers
eventually caught up with several
students who had bricks in their
hands, but reported that the students
became defensive; officers claimed
they had to use force to ensure their
safety and convince students to
return the bricks to the pathways.
Four Wooster students, three sen-S,
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Double Gore to be joined by additional Kendrick works
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Facebook, the entire student body hit me. Let's just put registration on
Facebook," said Blair.
would be on the Dean's List. Students
Later this month, students will
often spend more time writing mesNews Editor
receive an invite from Facebook to regsages on Facebook than they do writThe annual registration process ing English papers. Consequently, ort ister at a designated time. Students
simply choose from the classes listed as
often seems like something that, no the surface, putting something on
and
will
still
that's
done,
Facebook
productive
how
it's
actually
open on Facebook and then select classmatter
like
of
seems
es and make out their class schedule.
criticized.
be
important,
Regardless
registration,
inevitably
ridiculous.
As an extra bonus for students,
the method, the College's registration utterly
social
has merged with ratemypro-fessors.coFacebook
for
Facebook,
online
network,
disapthe
become
a
magnet
process has
Classes with questionable
become
that
now nearly
so popular
has
proval from students.
is.
are marked in red.
every college student has a Facebook professors
Until now, that
Blair
has profile. Blair believes that the regisQuestionable professors are listed in
Robert
Registrar
announced that the Office of the trar's office has hit a home run with three categories: "This professor is
Registrar has unveiled a new online Facebook registration. The idea came extremely challenging and more unreasonable than the Wooster police,"
to Blair when Mildred Foss Thompson
through
registration process
"You'd learn more useful information
Professor of English Larry Stewart
Facebook.
from reading perezhilton.com than takAfter years of complaints that the friended him on Facebook.
"Larry explained to me that he had ing this class" and "This professor is
registration process was too inconvenmore clueless than both George W.
ient, the registrar's office decided to do actually signed up on a Facebook
account so that it would be easier for Bush and Alberto Gonzales."
something many would consider radiStewart endorses the registration
his students and him to correspond
cal. At first, the idea seemed preposter"I think it's wonderful.
I.S.
when
it
change.
for
their
That's
about
projects.
it
if
weren't
all,
After
ous.
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Two new pieces of public art by Mel Kendrick, Double Stuf and Apple Core, will be gracing
Double Core
the lawn of Lowry center next year. Kendrick is the creator of the much-love- d
(Artist's conception. Photo by Elena Dahl, Designed by Andy Maloney).

Wooster introduces new Facebook registration

News
Viewpoints

The new sculptures will be installed
over the summer, and will be unveiled
shortly after classes begin next year.
"I know students may be skeptical
right now," said Hales, "But ultimately
I think these new sculptures will come
to be as beloved as the original Double
Core, or McGaw Chapel."

W-l'lWWWPWWWppWMW-

Wooster has announced plans to add
several more pieces of public art to
the Wooster campus. The College has
hired Mel Kendrick, the artist behind
Double Core, to build several more
sculptures in the same series.
"The biggest complaint
with
Double Core, as I understand it, was
that it looked out of place,", said
President R. Stanton Hales. "With
Kendrick's work all over campus, this
will no longer be a problem."
In an official announcement
Wednesday, Kitty Zurko, curator of
the Ebert Art Museum, presented the
plans to the College, saying that the
purchases had already been approved
at the March trustee meeting.
"Most students don't realiie that
Double Core is only part one of a five-pa- rt
set," Zurko said. "Maybe those of
you confused by Double Core will
understand it better in context."
The second piece in the series,
Triple Core, will be placed across from
Double Core, situated in front of
Severance Hall. Triple Core is similar
in appearance to its predecessor, but

from private donations," said Vice
President for Business and Finance
Robert Walton. "Obviously, that figure
excludes certain installation costs, but
the overall cost to the students should
be no more than $100 per person,
which, from a holistic fiscal standpoint, is hardly anything at all."
WWBi

In response to the rousing success

of Double Core, The College of

apparently will come "primarily" from
private donations.
"No, I don't think the money could
be better spent," said Hales. "Public
art is important in stimulating discussion, and speaks volumes about the
caliber of a liberal arts institution."
"Of course, the money will all come
. .;r'n.
...... , .,,...
i
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News Editor

approximately twice as large, and in
white and green to contrast the colors
of Double Core.
Many students aren't aware that
one of the reasons Double Core was
selected is that its form is suggestive
of Wooster's Independent Study program. In making Triple Core,
Kendrick was asked to extend the
metaphor.. As such, Triple Core adds
to the metaphor, representing the
Senior I.S. to Double Core's Junior I.S.
"With the addition of Triple Core,
the full import of I.S. will be conveyed," said Zurko, "After all, students have to do it twice, and the second one is twice as big."
On the other side of Kauke Hall, in
front of Ebert itself, is the proposed
location of the controversial Hard
Core. Cast In shiny aluminum, Hard
Core is literally and figuratively more
"metal" than the first two sculptures.
It represents, in the words of Zurko,
"How Wooster rocks hard core!"
The last two sculptures, located
appropriately in front of the Lowry
Student Union, are Apple Core and
Double Stuf. Both sculptures depict a
and outside-i- n
contrasting inside-o- ut
figure, of an apple for Apple Core and
of an Oreo cookie for Double Stuf.
Each sculpture will cost the school
approximately $75,000, money which

--

Jonah Comstock
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Students

really do everything

on

Facelxwk. Nowadays, the lame excuses
I get for why students are missing class
aren't even sent in an
They're
sent in a Facelxwk message. Of course,
e-m-ail.

if I really wanted to, I could just look at
their Facebook pictures of the night
In fore and really vknow why they're not
in class," said Stewart.
Blair is retiring at the end of this
year, and considers this his finest hour
as the College's registrar."
"We've accomplished a lot over the
last five years in the registrar's office,
but simply put, this takes the cake. This
really is the shining moment in my
tenure here as registrar," said Blair.
Incoming Registrar Suzanne Bates
plans to extend this momentous breakthrough to other asxtts of the school.
"It's only a matter of time liefore we
have online classes through Facebook,"
she said.

To our readers
The

published
celebrate
April
annually to
Fool's day. All events,
quotes and other accounts
are completely fictional
and fabricated.
The sports coverage on
page 8 is real, as the editorial staff felt the basketball
team's success needed to
be covered in a timely
manner.
The JVoosfer Voice editorial
board is responsible for all
content.
Comments regarding
this issue can be sent to
Vice is

voicewooster.edu.
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See page 4.
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criti-

cizes the College for turning
her into a liberal over fie last
four years. See page 4.

An exciting new study abroad

The death of Anna Nicole

program immerses students
in a new culture at very
affordable rates. Find out

Smith

more on page

5.

has

left a member of

the Wooster faculty distraught to the point of a
breakdown. More on page 6.

The men's basketball team
finished their

season

in

fourth place in the NCAA
Div. Ill

Tournament. They

really did; this one's not
fake. See page 8.
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Andrew Vogel

Many of the remaining staff members are anxious about finding
replacements for the total of 14
departing administrators.
"In order to have enough search
committees to find a replacement for
everyone, we're going to have to put
everyone, and I mean everyone, on a
committee, said Associate Professor
of History and Associate Dean for the
Class of 2010 Jeff Roche, the highest
remaining faculty member after the
end of the year. "In the meantime,
we'll fill the positions in any way that

his statement "I wanted to be a lumberjack." Crawford has already acceptNews Editor
ed a lumberjacking position in British
Since Registrar Robert Blair became Columbia.
the fourth Wooster administrator to
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes was
announce his departure from The the next to step forward, saying he
College, speculation has been rampant planned to head for Hollywood.
about who else would leave in the
"The feeling of celebrity after the
wake of President R. Stanton Hales' ' Kauke Arch incident made me rememNow it's clear
retirement.
dream of being a
just ber my life-loabout everyone.
a dream from
Hollywood celebrity
The College was taken by storm whjch I've been sidetracked too long,"
this Monday when 10 more members said Holmes. "Hopefully, students will
of Campus Administration announced be able to see me in movies when I'm
their departure. It began when Dean making the real money soon."
of Faculty Shila (iarg sent a campus-wiIn the next 48 hours, seven more
announcing that she administrators announced their deparwould be leaving The College of ture: Vice President for Development
Wooster for another teaching position. Sara Patton, Dean of Admissions
minutes
Only
after Garg's Derek Gueldenzoph, Treasurer Tim
Vice
announcement,
Dean
Associate
Tegtmeier,
of
remaining
President of Academic Affairs Ian Students and Director of Residence
Crawford sent out a similar announce
Life Christie Bing Kracker, Wellness
ment, saying that he would be leaving Center Director Nancy Anderson,
the field of education entirely.
Director of Libraries Damon Hickey
"I never wanted to be Vice President
and Associate Vice President for
of Academic Affairs," Crawford said in College Relations John Hopkins.

Jonah Comstock

Hunger strike drags on
Students at the College turned out
in surprising numbers last Sunday to
begin what will be an "indefinite"
hunger strike, according to student
activist Lee Muller.
What began as a rally in Lowry
Center's dining hall morphed into a

At press time, seven days into the
hunger strike, one student has been
sent to the hospital for dehydration
and have several perished, unnoticed
among toppled trash cans surrounding Lowry Center. V
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes
said he is baffled. "I haven't seen stu
dent participation like this in a long
time, though I am not really sure
what its all about."
,

Muller insisted "It's about the

principle behind it all. We have a
right to be here." However, he didn't
cite a specific reason for the action.
One student suggested that the
strike might be in relation to the
removal of popcorn chicken from the
Mom's Truck Stop menu, but Muller
denied the explanation.

we can."

"I'm kind of excited," said Beau
Mastrine, director of grounds. "I've
never been on a searching committee

de

e-m- ail

Controversy over

brick-takin-

before."

Mastrine will be heading up the
Dean of the Faculty search committee, with help from students and members of the faculty. He will also be
serving on the Director of Libraries
and Dean of Admissions committees.
Meanwhile, people from all over the
College are filling in the gaps.

Brick
continued from p.

d
Sanjaya
Malakar announced plans to enter
the political arena after his American
Idol stint ends.
Everyone from fans to infamous
Idol judge Simon Cowell has criticized Malakar, a native of Federal
Way, Wash., as talentless. This has
not deterred the teenage heartthrob,
who said in a press conference on
Friday, "Our own president didn't
win the first time around, either, and
he's doing just fine."
.Malakar plans to relocate to Los
Angeles, where ihe anticipates a suc
cessful run formayor. Then, he plans
to "just climb on up from there."
Seventeen-year-ol-

.
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Bush set to rock in
the Middle East
In his latest visit to the war-to- rn
Middle East, United States President
George W. Bush held a summit
where he proclaimed to have solved
the Israeli-Palesticonflict.
In hopes that his efforts will
encourage citizens in the many
nations composing the region to for
give him for Iraq (and Afghanistan,
and possibly for what he plans in
Iran), Bush challenged Israeli Prime
Ehud
Minister
and
Olmert
Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas to a Rock 'Em Sock 'Em
Robots tournament.
The classic game, which encourages players to "knock his block off!"
in order to defeat their opponents,
will be played in the holy city of
Jerusalem over a three-da- y
period.
"Basically, the guy from Israel and
the guy from Palestine will try to
knock my block off every day for
three days," said Bush.
In the
tourna
ment, Bush is favored, as he won the
Rock 'Em Sock 'Em Robots World
Title in 1986, though he was on a
cocaine binge at the time. The win
ner's nation will be allowed to claim
all disputed lands, even those with
borders officially recognized by the
United Nations.
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Liz Miller

We don't strive for perfection at The
ffboster Fice; we achieve it.
However, we feel compelled to
report that in nearly every issue of
Voice
The Wooster
this year,
BrainsFedereeko's name has been mis
spelled. Multiple editors erred.
Please write your "corrections" on a
small square of paper and stick them
where the sun don't shine, because we
don't make mistakes.

&!it
In the correction box above, we
regret that we misspelled Breen
Freddy Rico's name once again. We
really need to work on that. We now
owe him our souls.

1

iors and one junior, were arrested.
Mary Popina '07, Judas Wright '07,
Bernard G. Shaw '07 and Marcus
Bullseye '08 were all charged with
theft of private property, though the
College has not yet stated if they
will pursue the charges.
"I deserve this brick," claimed
Popina, who refused to give her I.S.
button number. "We pay a lot of
money to this school and we've paid
for these bricks."
Wright agreed: "This is ridiculous.
Students shouldn't be encouraged to
take bricks we've rightfully paid for,
and then get arrested because they
call it 'stealing'!"
The claims of proprietorship
turned out to be untrue, of course:
student comprehensive fees do nqtf
contribute to grounds keeping and '
upkeep of the brick pathways.
Nevertheless, seniors overwhelmingly agreed that the Wooster, Ohio
bricks were "rightfully ours." The
Police and College Administration
" failed to agree, and officers had some
trouble convincing the students they
were mistaken in their assumption of
rights.
Officer Murphy Brown was one
such officer who claimed force was
required'to deal with the unruly mob
of seniors. Brown claimed his fellow
officers and he were "pelted with
(huge amounts of Tootstie Rolls,"
and "they really could be painful."
Police reports cite that officers felt
threatened by students brandishing
bricks as weapons. Officers Were
forced to pull out their tazers to
v

WORLD

Officer , Murphy Brown eyes Mary Popina '07 suspiciously.
Murphy was one of several officers dispatched to the College
Monday night to put a stop to the vandalism and theft occurring as part of the I.S. Monday traditions. Popina and three
other students are charged with theft of private property
(Photo by Katharine Tatum, designed by Andy Maloney).

"I don't think I'll have any trouble
with my new position," said Chuck
Wagers, current director of hospitality, who will be taking over as Interim
Vice President of Academic Affairs in
addition to his regular duties.
"Managing dining halls, managing the
academics of a whole college, it's all
really the same set of basic skills."
In addition, Student Government
Jonathan
president
Association
Hartschuh '07 will be taking over the
position of Dean of Students.
"I suppose it's a little unprecedented," said Hartschuh, "But everyone's
had to stretch their comfort zones a
little. I'm sure it'll all work out
,

alright."
Grant H.
Incoming president
comment,
except
well
declined
to
Corn
somewasn't
it
he
that
"hopes
to say

thing

he

said."

Students can expect candidates for
the various positions to start coming
to campus in approximately two
weeks, and to continue flooding in for
the rest of the year.

tradition continues

g

Sanjaya: First L.A.,
then the world
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Section emperors:
Jonah Comstock

iMuch of remaining Administration to depart
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ward off the joyous, possibly intoxicated, seniors.
During the fray, one crowd member decided to release hisher grip
on a stolen brick; in doing so, however, it broke one window of Kauke
Hall. Robert DUmville '07 expressed
his disappointment at the unruliness
of his fellow students.
"They're taking these great traditions of the I.S. March and
Wooster bricks and throwing them
out the window, no pun intended. It
shows no appreciation for the freedom the Administration allows with
regard to celebrating I.S. Monday,"
Dumville said.
Though no one has been named,
DUmville and other students contend
er
that the identity of the
could be revealed with investigation, and the guilty person held
responsible t)esite tjiij,'. College
Administration haV decided hotfo
investigate the crime.
Holmes claimed that since they did
not reprimand the identifiable vandalism on the Arch, they could not
"reasonably attempt to reprimand
students for throwing bricks through
windows."
' Holmes did say, though, that
administrative members were very
disappointed in the student's behavior and he hoped the guilty party or
parties would consider coming forward to help pay for the new window.
Holmes also stressed that brick
throwing was never part of the
"invented tradition" of brick stealing, which local newspapers and
Associated Press reporters are now
citing as another College of Wooster
"prank."
brick-throw-

Project Runway star becomes VP for finance
Liz Miller

Gunn continued, saying that it was he
who initially made contact with the
College to put in his name for the posiThe College of Wooster has made a tion. When the Board of Trustees
fashion-forwa- rd
decision concerning
seemed less than enthused about hiring
the vacant position of Vice President the homosexual fashionista, an inside
for Finance and Business. Bow ties are source tells the Via that Gunn made a
out; Project Runway's Tim Gunn is in
threat to Board chair
as the new finance guru.
James Wilson: "Make it work."
"We like what he's done for the hit
Wilson denied that Gunn's sexual
Bravo television series, and
orientation or fashion sense
we really admire his entrehad anything to do with the
preneurial spirit," said
Board's hesitation. He said,
R.
President
College
"We weren't planning on
Stanton Hales, who is retirlaunching a search until
ing June 30, after the end of
sometime during the 2007-0- 8
the current academic year.
academic year," but then
'Tim has experience
explained that Gunn's
with the academic world,
Tim Gunn
knack for product placehaving served as both chair
ment, a la Project Runway,
and associate dean at
Associate Dean
made the offer "too good to
Parsons Design School in Parson's Design School pass up."
New York City. He's also
The College is still reel
quite fabulous," he added.
ing from the Sapphic scandal surroundGunn is set to replace current Vice ing the 1995 presidential search (docuPresident Robert Walton, who has held mented in The H'ooster Voice and the
the position since arriving in Wooster Aug. 4, 1995 edition of the Chronicle of
in 1999. Gunn will not ascend to the
Higher Education).
position until late 2008, however, as
A spokesperson for the Office of
contractual agreements with Project Public Information and Ministry of
Runway prevent him from filling Propaganda denied rumors that the
Walton's shoes before then.
members of the Board of Trustees
Gunn spoke exclusively to The were trying to "make nice" with the gay
Wooster Via upon hearing of the deci
community, but the blogosphere is
sion. 1 m excited to take on this little
already bursting with chatter.
project," he said. "I am doing this little
In response to students' demands for
stint with Liz Claiborne right now, but a Project Runway-esqu- e
event with
when I heard about the opportunity to obvious homosexual undertones, Vice
"fill an administrative position at a
President for Academic Affairs Ian
school in the
state of Crawford has created a solution to satOhio, at tliiit point it just seemed too isfy students and "Rungay" fans alike.
adorable to pass up."
"When Tim gets to campus, due to our

Copy Chief

one-senten-

fashion-challeng-

ed

ce

obvious resemblance and reputations as
snappy dressers, well, all I can say is
that it's going to be a

motherfg

walk-off.-

"

c.

In the interim, John Sell, the James R.
Wilson professor of economics, will fill

I.S.D.D.

7

the shoes vacated by Walton.
Tim Gunn wants to throw out those
shoes all together, saying they're not
quite up to par, and replace them with
others coming out of Prada's new summer line.

diagnoses on the rise
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the wake of this year's I.S. Monday, a record number of
cases of Independent Study Detachment Disorder, a
mental condition in which students can't accept that their
I.S. is over, have been reported. According to Dr. Gary
Gillund, professor of psychology, "Students are unable to
come to terms with the fact that I.S. is not in their lives
anymore. Even the promise of meticulous scrutiny during
orals isn't enough to console them (Photo by Katharine
Tatum, Designed by Andy Maloney).
In
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OUR VIEW

Editorial cartoon by Eric Richardson. Send comments to erichardson09wooster.edu.l

Always there to judge Film portrayal not excessive enough
Hanssen sounds off on adaption of his crimes (translated from the French).
tiling:

I

Not some proselytizing schmuck who
went to this rookie's little dumb
townhouse to bang his wife or something. I mean, not like I didn't want
to. That was one plus for this piece of
cinema at least: great choice of

two-minu-

"Breach" was, well,
an okay film.

es

a

Anyway, I'm not writing to this

slow-at-first-but-curtly-esca-

lating

nt

pis-sa-

college paper from the big house
here in SuperMax to wax poetic about
the flaming pile of shit that is
"Breach." And that's simply for the
reason that this Cooper douchebag is
allowed one second
Okay?
Couldn't they have cast someone else?
Don't get me started on his gruff,
demeanor. I didn't

pacing,
roberthanssen

the austere cine
and
the atmospheric
matography

scoring, but frankly, this Chris
Cooper guy just crawls under my
skin.
You know what I mean? He thinks
he's some hotshot who tried to fool
everybody. And I
mean
everyone.
"But, eww,

on-scre-

ooh-I'm-a-bad-

time.

grand-ol- d

Now, look, I'm a nice guy if you get
to know me. And maybe you someday
might get to know me; shoot, I'm let
out of solitary for one hour every day,

actress!

I had to tip my
hat at the

on

so you have your little window of

opportunity. Just come over here to
Colorado. Wherever I am exactly.
It's beeYi awhile. Actually, the
guards don't let me know the time. So
for all I know it's been two weeks.
You know, sooner or later it's all the
same. Five years, 20 years. Whatever.
I know what I did
so creepy! and I'm not ashamed

en.

ass

.

("Chrisl Cooper's iust
the Was I really like that? And other thing: I was
portraying
work i. was doing?
ot th -reijprjous fanatic
yoii scc- in this movie,
, ,
V. J ...
This miv's an.whdfr.
teur. No, not me, i I was. a devout, deeply spiritual map. Not some
Jiz

Pledging more effective
colonial management

did not portray my utter and total
lunacy strongly enough. Why didn't
they show what I was doing to Ms.
Zeta-Jonafter I told Mr. Trainee to
close the door behind him, huh?
Couldn't handle it? Hell, between that
and selling nuclear secrets, man, I had

was not the religious fanatic
you see in this propaganda movie. I
was a devout, deeply spiritual man.

After having me sit through a more
movie on a flick- or less feature-leng- th
ering box the officers wheeled in as I
was reciting the rosary for the 500th
te
intervals (my
time within
usual ritual), I quickly came to the
conclusion
that

..--

-

vP

.;

---

moment, you've just spent two wasted
weeks at home or wherever, probably
Ft. Lauderdale, right? Now it's time to
snap to it, plug back in, and do whatever we think you should be doing with
cutesy metaphor because this is the
space for us to tell you where you have
been failing and where you need
improvement.
Again, to add another excessive qualifier, with, yet, more commas, stop
messing up the campus. No, the community. Yes, that sounds more inclusive;
included, keep
unnecessary semi-colour community as pristine as it isn't in
the hopes that it should be.
Confusing sentences and more passive voice aside, thank everyone here.
Keep thanking them. Thank Grounds
Crew, and Hospitality! And always
remember to call Security at extension
2590 if you see anything suspicious.

.-

It has come to our attention that
many students need further lecturing
and advising from the hallowed pages of
their beloved newspaper.
This time, we feel that it is necessary
to scold you (with unnecessary commas,
to boot,) because there has recently
been, always use the passive voice, a veritable plague of littering and other vandalism that is frankly not conducive
(pretentious words like "veritable" and
"conducive" are a staple for us to hammer in your inferiority) to the, campus.
Why this has been able to have been
let to continue we don't know. Call
Security at extension 2590 if you see
this again. Look, you little children, we
have, repeatedly, admonished you not to
trash the ivory halls of the College
institutions. And, misters and misses,
we have had it up to here.
Anyway, if we can condescend for a

.

Iraq will thrive under my enlightened tutelage.
Fellow citizens, it's time for another
conversation. We are all troubled by
the very much mismanaged war in
I
Iraq. So as your commander-in-chie- f,
will manage it right. After all, the
in the mid
country is just smack-da- b
dle of the most
3
oil
important
i
region in the whole
li
wide world. It is
I very
important
1
we
that
keep
20, 50
'i
or even 60,000
hillaryclinton
troops there.
Fellow Americans, let us keep this
conversation going. I like what I'm
hearing from you. This war has been a
humongous problem for our image. By
changing our image through subtle,
of how
the
we
what
doing,
are
we describe
administhe
previous
war policies of
tration can pretty much go on practically unabated.
But our image will be changed. And
micro-manag-

ed

fine-tuni- ng

ness for generations and generations
to come, we must let the Iraqi people
know that we can no longer
as night watchmen to protect them
from themselves. Let's kick off the
training wheels!
because
You see, and hear as well
this is our special little conversation
that constant patrolling is far too
heavy-handa method of imperial
occupation (and a total public relations disaster). With better technoloexpertise, and
gy and super-smart- er
and junk, we can
overall know-ho- w
nore responsively tailor Iraqi society
to our plans and secure our dominance.'
For all of the above insipid reasons,
it is the height of irresponsibility to
immediately withdraw all troops, as
would counsel. It is also
the far-le- ft
sort of misguided to fight until Iraq is
ht
a reliable client state, as the
be-ther-

e

ed

far-rig-

advises.
So the best course is

straight down

because this is our

"You see, and hear as well

that constant
special little conversation
(and a total
patrolling is far too heavy-handpublic relations disaster) a method of imperial
occupation."
ed

that, my fellow citizens, is what really
matters.
People from whom I need excessive
campaign donations, I am totally filled
with faith that fighting in the grimy
city streets of Baghdad is certainly
not effective. There are better,
smarter and more marketable ways to
subjugate the .Iraqis and establish firm
control over their oil reserves.
As the old ways promised failure
and weakness, the new ways promise
Success and Strength. Indeed, my own
SS plan firmly sets a date in the sand
to start maximizing our military
investment in this critical part of the
world.
And to ensure our national great- -

the middle between these equally
extreme positions. That's what I am
really, really sure the United States
always wants: complete triangulation.
We will pull out some troops, especially from the nasty cities, but we will
also make it real darn certain that

Iraq's sweet, luscious resources don't
make it into the wrong hands. We've
been bungling this empire thing for
much too long. It's time to shape up,
with the power of conversant speech.
My corporate overlords couldn't
ask for anything better.
Hillary is currently running a laughable
campaign for president. The words here
are her own.

The Vice welcomes letters totheeditors

Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. J n addition, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
-

to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
Please send letters via
Letters can also be sent by hard mail to C-- 3 1 87, Tlie Wooster Voice, College
of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691.
e-m- ail

was real super- 1
l
l
tiding auimuwv ...
duper professiona,al.
7
I had all of it going
for me: nice, big family, doting grand-kid- s, front. Well, I did when I had to.
But Oscar-worthAre you kida big old house and your healthy
ding? I betrayed my country because it
quotient of sexual deviancy.
Not that I consider a thing fo the paid damn well and I thought I could
get away with it. Simple. 'Nuff said,
Catherine ' Zeta-Jondeviant, but these snotty filmmakers alright? This Cooht guy nearly has
me jumping hoops. "Well, I could've
sure do.
And talk about the plot holes! Why shown how lax FBI security was .
Nonsense. Everyone knows it was
would I spill the beans to a mole that
I, duh, 20 minutes earlier had no lax. I just exploited it. I didn't care.
respect for? That's not how I royally How dare this ridiculous actor try and
card.
pull a little synipathy-for-m- e
screwed it up!
Don't need any sympathy. You
But, eww, Cooper's just so creepy!
know what? I am insane, and this film
Was I really like that? And another
:

of what

1

other big honking
problem with this
cooper guy. He's got
all

I

teary-eye- d

and repentant there.
Bullshit. I was proud
did. And I had God on my

side.

y?

You know, why? Because He was
watching me through the whole way.
But this film right here is a godless
work of satanic, Hollywood hysteria.
If they" want a lunatic who's doing
hard time, fine.
They got it. That's me. But don't
al
it, we clear?
you

es

ne

it.

See, that was my

me

puaciy

oh-so-fi-

of

.

soft-ped-

Robert is serving a
y

22-ye-

ar

sentence for

high treason against the United States.
His mySpace is now defunct.

The band will not miss my antics
Pete eloquently delivers a wholesome plea for a little financial assistance.
Hey, you buggerin' fools, get out of
here! This is me, I was the lead
singer of that popular group, you
know, then that other one... Well,
anyway, I'm with the lovely Ms.
Moss now. We're at someone's house,
but I forgot where
we are, really. It

doesn't

peledoherty

matter,

doesn't matter.
Damn all, can't
a
afford
good
dram of coke anymore! . Can you

tweezers? Got no money for this. I
lit it up and swore as day I w as
sniokin' a fluorescent light bull).
Anyway, that's what the dragon
told me. His name is Derek. We used
Do you think he
to go
remembers, Kate? I think I wrote a
song yesterday. Here's a notebook, I
think.
Hold on, that's white paper.
Here it is. Called it "Syllogism of
Poorly-l- it
Almshouses." Kate said it
sounded brilliant. Ahem. "Turn up
the light, here I seeThere it is,
everywhere, everywhere meKill all
you bloody, bloodyOh, there's a
bloody, bloodyDrawbridge, drop- fly-fishi-

ng.

make a deal. You do a line first,
Anyways, I got to tell people this thing,
don't keep bothering me right now.
So, what's goin' on, why are you
still here? Get out of here! Oh okay,
you want me to calm dow n, is that it,
okay fine. I'm good. It's good.
No, seriously though, I need your
money. For those, em, aforementioned purposes. They said I was
goin' places.
I did go some places, so they didn't
lie to me, just didn't know it would
turn out all like this. Not with all
this right here.
Because they did promise all the
crack I wanted! They did lie, those
nasty swaggering
pricks.

believe it?
Well can you? Can't you, can't you?
What's that, Kate? You have some?
Oh. Oh, good. Well
no time to cook it
"Oh,
up, I know you have money. You were
up, cause we're in
'Cause
this hot tub. Gimme. doin'
camera commercials,
Well, since I sort
and shit, yeah, yeah I
like
of stepped out, fell you
backward, i think, know. How did you hnd work, you know you re
well, I was dropped
1
1
1 1
l
out, or picked out I'Ul liUUlUL'U. 1 1 it it d til

shut
those
getting pictured
1 1

1

1 1

1 1

kick, all around, all around the fat
kid..." It's a work in progress, okay?

Great. But it does me no good cause
lyrics don't buy crack money. Used
to have lots of it.
A)h, shut up,' I know you have
money. You were doin' those camera
commercials, right? Cause you like
getting pictured and shit, yeah, yeah
I

ng

right?

1

somehow,
they
kicked me out of the band
Said I was "hi caking their heart"
or something stupid. I said, "Hell
with you, ya blimey bastard!" Don't
remember the rest of it, strangely.
Then a bloody photographer comes
in and goes, "Hey, you and Kate! Ha
ha!" I punched his lights out, skip,
skip, skip to my loo. was dancin' and
stumblin' for a bit, someone handed
me my darling crack pipe.
Then a horrid mashed-u- p thought
hit me upside: I got no paper! You
hear me, you tabloid garbage barley- -

Sheep-sheari-

know.

How did you find work, you know
you're not talented. Hahahaha!
You're crazy.
No, you're crazy. Okay, okay, we'll

maids
cuckold
with their cardboard blouses. No,
11 s okay
Im not
supposed to make
sense.
""
That was my old
job, at h ast. It's not like I would jump
a dumpster if it promised a trove of
II or something. That'd be out your
skull to do something like that. That
won't be me.
I'll be okay. Just need my old pipe
again. And, em, the band back
together and all our money we had.
Kate. Kate?
I

lev, why isn't you moving?

lie is camping

out in the Catshills right

mm He will return by 4 p.m. on April IS,
just in time to file his taxes.
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Straight tactics against terrorism An interfaith dialogue
do
Qaeda fighters hate
want them to think we're bunch of
we

gays;

Ladies and gentlemen, my d,
personal remarks to the Congress
were inappropriate and poorly worded, and for them I would like to take
this time to sincerely apologize.
Nonetheless, in the overriding
interests ot our
national security
i
and military cohesion, I believe that
our armed forces
be
the
must
strnnapst. mnst
peterpace .
. ;
,
,
closeted force the
world has ever seen.
So, to weed out the really, really
open practitioners of sodomy and
other ungodly acts,
my colleagues and I
have drawn up a new
scale test for new

the

recruits,
Flaming-Acutene-

a

for ensuring unparalleled unit per
formance against the intolerant enemies we face who would wish to
destroy our way of life. Now, some
civil libertarians may think that this
program is excessive or even dracon-ia- n.
This couldn't be farther from the
truth.
Here's how the Flaming-Acutene- ss
Guide (FAG) works: on a scale of one
through five, the recruit is presented
with a battery of questions relating to
TV show preference, color choice,
musical taste and more general
"queerness" categories specially drawn
up by our leading scientific experts.
The results can range either from

off-han-

.

wimpsr

service, failure to comply with the
FAG, say, by giving shifty or evasive
is punishable by

rs,

non-answe-

None of these stringent protocols
are intended at all to promote discrimination on the basis of this vile, disgusting and wholly deviant sexuality.
Discrimination is wrong, and it violates the integrity and unity of our
fighting men as we battle the forces of
Islamist extremism. Yet if we allow
soldiers to fight, what
super-hom- o
would our virulently homophobic,
intolerant enemies think?
We have got to nip this danger in
the bud. And with the FAG in place,
we will work to
keep potential sub- -

.

None of these stringent protocols are
intended at all to promote discrimination on
the basis of this vile, disgusting ... sexuality."

ss

Diagnostic
Guide
Ojeration for Trainees (or FAGDOT).
,

don't-ask-don't-t-

of lifestyle so as not to register
at all, on the FAG; to "candidate for
strikeout," where he is denied national
choice

ell

versive-nomosexu-- als

firmly locked in
the closet of free-

Thank

dom.

you,

and may God con- tinue to bless oUr straight nation.

"perfect," in which the recruit has so
successfully, repressed his wicked

These "fagometrics," if you will,
allow us to unify and improve upon
the preceding
regulations into a comprehensive rubric

court-marti- al.

Peter is the Chairman

of

Staff. He

of

the Joint Chiefs

can be reached for comment

at peUr.pacedontask.mil

Wooster brainwashed my sensibilities
naive idealistic flaming liberal recants in full.

bleeding-hear- t,

The College of Wooster made me a
liberal. And now, after reparative therapy, I am suing their asses for everything they are worth.
Picture this: an idyllic pastoral setting in Northeastern Ohio, populated
only by the Amish
,v
and
hardworking people
conforming
the
only
to
strictest interpretations of a gender
lizmiller
binary. This set
ting is far from romantic: it is toxic
and home to none other than the
Melissa Etheridge-lovin- g
College of
Wooster.

in the
the big -d
title. No liberal even uses that word,
right?
"
Wrong.
What was touted as a liberal arts
education became a liberal indoctrination.
Through the time in my First Year
Seminar to the completion of my
Independent Study, I was forced to
attend lectures on topics such as
"Global Warming and the Individual:
How you can reduce your impact"
(everyone knows that doesn't exist!) to
"Ann Coulter is Bad for America"

okay; it even had

Think about it,
Well, following graduation
with
a
major in Peace Studies
I tried
and Radical Cheerleading
time and again to apply for jobs.
Anything would do, but once the real
world saw my resume (prepared for
me by those commies in Career
Services), I was laughed away from
interviews.
Prospective employers would call
me in, under the guise of administrating tests of rudimentary skills: what
is two plus two and the like. Then,
when I offered my deconstructionist
(blasphemy!).
interpretations of their questions,
And, with every gallon of suspi- - they'd pin me with a scarlet "L'
(which I thought
is ample
was for, loser, but
is for
on
death mer-pafhe- tic apparently
liberal) atid send
me on my way.
Coke, as
as case
case

.

God-loving-

G-o-

self-design-

ed

1

Former

"There
,SIudwided blame squarely
youth chants at

Enter the

first- -

front the
metropolis

documentation pointing the
the supposed
well
after
of
niuiucia which aic cuicgcu
rriiir5nrr nr fr fVio nracant Anr"

Robertson and Zawahri calmly discuss religion.
is expedient at first,
I imagine. Ultimately? Yes, of course

AZ Whatever

The Wooster Vice: With us today
men
are two nigniy
uoa-iean-

ng

everyone. To achieve eternal peace,
that will come after the conversions.
Until then violence is necessary.
Allah commands it.
TWV: That doesn't make much

who, with equal conviction and passion, believe they are indisputably
righteous. Gentlemen, welcome.
Pat Robertson: Let us thank the
Lord Christ Jesus
for providing in
Providence
His
this
glorious

sense.
PR: No, actually I see his point. I
happen to be a big fan of conversion
myself; yes, I agree with that, by
force if necessary.
AZ. Yes. if necessary, and it is
because Allah told me so.
PR: Oh, you see, but I heard it
from Jesus. In my sermons on televi

to
opportunity
bask in Christian
righteousness and

patrobertson

light.
Infidel! I mean;
Ayman
me. You know,
for
having
thanks
yes,
I don't get out much.
TWV: Now, it's a tremendous
pleasure to have you both here, at
the same table, to talk with each
other as deeply
al-Zaw-

ahri:

sion...
AZ:

PftSure.
AZ: I have a small studio myself,
a whole channel and
though

everything? I'm burning with envy
who are, shall we for you!
PR: Flattered. No, no I m not.
say, a tad controversial. Yet
Envy is an unforgivable sin, and you
I am not
will burn for, uh, your burning.
AZ:
rnntrnvprnf anv
AZ: Ah, yes? Do you we have time
ay ten in unai
for me to list all of the things you
sy, you blasphe
will burn for...?
mous dog! I am peaceful, and therefore shall sever your head!
TWV, Gentlemen, please. This is
PR: Do you see what kind of an interfaith dialogue. In summary,
what are your positions?
unholy barbarism we're dealing with
PR: Mine is very simple and
here? (to Zawahri) You, Sir, are
doomed to an eternity of hellfire.
uncompromising. Some may call it I
TWV: Okay, interesting start. Can
dogmatic, but those people are evil.
there be a dialogue in this age of Complete submission to the will of
division and violent strife?
the Lord. Total
AZ. I like this.
PR: Let us, with the infinite grace
PR:
complete obedience. You
of Christ, get one thing clear. X do
not take life, unless it is properly carry out his will, preferably for
sanctioned by the pristine majesty of political reasons.
AZ: I think I'm starting to shine up
the Lord
or commanded by the
secular force of government that to that. At first I immediately judged
works as His'vessel.
vou a traitorous infidel, but now

religious figures

I

11

1

"Robertson: Let us, with the infinite grace of
Christ, get one thing clear: I do not take life,

unless it is properly sanctioned by the pristine
or commanded by the
majesty of the Lord
secular force of government as His vessel."

No, that is irrational
PR:
Look, a Mohammedan is
of Orrville. Id fr Ko
going to teach me reason...!
AZ:
grown up reading
May I finish? Can I finish?
stories about men who were men and ciously-lable- d
"orange drink" I conAnyway, we have a fundamental diswomen wl)o made damn good eggs. sumed after each lecture, I became
agreement here.' Life of the holy
I'd never even heard the word "gen-fk-- r" more and more vehemently liberal. At
believer is sacred...
used, except when it was used by one point, I even joined the newly-formPR: That's right! No disagreement
John Kerry-huggisome
student group The Cupcake
there
liberal hippie-dipp- ie
and, even Communists."
cured.
AZ. Shall I continue, adulterous
then, I really didn't understand it.
The Secret, for all of you Wooster
After being on a steady diet of oil,
swine? Now, the unbelievers
It was in the first days of my colstudents caught up in the chaos, is in raw meat and Fox News for the past
PR:
You guys...
lege "career" (if you could even call it the orange drink. 'And, well, the year, I can get a job anywhere.
AZ. No! You...!
that) that I learned of their plot, and brownies.
Don't buy into the bullshit. Look to
PR: But I'm holy!
the catalyst for it all was carefully
After each of these lectures and the light. There is help at the end of
TWV: Whoa, hold up. Can we
coded as "First Year Seminar."
line.
places for spouting-of- f
liberal lies (like the brick-pavplease not interrupt each other? Pat,
The subject was fair enough, "God, that one panel where I was pressured
do you think religious intolerance has
America and the Republic: A into revealing my deepest homosexual Liz is the chairperson of the WHTMD
any positive qualities going for it?
Dcconstruction of Your Position on desires) they feed us: orange drink. campaign. She can be reached for comment
PR: Well, no, because I'm not intolEarth (or is it)?" I thought it would be Brownies.
atmillerewooster.edu.
erant. I simply believe that it is the
inerrant will of God to cast blasphemers into the pits of Hell.
AZ: Yes! Now, now we're making
sense.
PR: Religious intolerance is terrifield for
Amid the most open-end- ed
presidential race, professional fire-bomble. That is what this man over here
calls for. A "holy war," as he describes
and world renowned daredevil Brian Frederico throws his cool hat.
it. Instead we must work together,
er
I.S. Monday was a real
since I'm sitting here, I just asked my well... at least the population of and then launch a crusade against
Rr me. The parade, Tootsie Rolls, roommate Dan Miraldi '09 to be my Wooster, Ohio. We also need Maddy them. TWV: Hmm. Doesn't that
warm weather: sounded like fun to me. campaign manager.
Howard '09 to be the campaign Irish
AZ:
It is also the way of Satan!
Unfortunately I didn't know that "I.S."
With his feet kicked up on his desk dancing Easy Mac Maker. The
about the unbeliever? He
learn
Why
waa an acronym... standing for and strumming the tune to Grateful Frederico campaign is a big fan of Easy
is
in the image of Allah...
made
not
'Independent Dead's Truckin'" he replied, "Urn ... Mac In fact, we endorse it as the new
I
PR:
we were talking
thought
y
sure. Of course I'll help you win the national food.
Study." When I
God,
about
and
this
guy bandies some
was informed it presidency. But as God as my witness I
It'd be hard to get anywhere without
idol.
false
Blasphemy!
would never vote for you." Which is
was "I.S. Monday"
the support of my
Mr. Alex
AZ. Unholy destroyer! An eternity
I thought
I checked, hippies
fine.
thev
Last
time
needs
a scape
The
Cacioppo.
campaign
o
J
! (PR:
hellfire
of
Brimstone!)
were just trying weren't allowed to vote anyway.
goat, so everyone time someone makes
Calm
the
both of you.
down,
TUT:
As campaign spokesman, I penciled
to confuse me by
a mistake I'll just fire Alex, rehire him
do
want
to be
Ayman,
you
everyone
in Kyle Christensen '09. Since he looks
a week later, and then proceed to fire
spelling out is.
brianfrederico
converted?
Apparently, the like our Lord and savior, Jesus Christ, him whenever someone messes up. Or
College docs not just hand out candy, people will probably listen to him as if I just feel like it.
figured I'd ask Dr. R. Stanton Hales to
break out the bagpipes and have a long as we put him in a white robe.
be my running mate. Since his tenure as
Keeping with the tradition of hiring
Vice staffers, I need Andy Maloney '09
As the official campaign
parade just for the hell of it That
President of the College is sadly reachtitadc me sad. What made me even designer I put in Amanda Woade '09. as the campaign photographer to make ing its end, he needs something to do;
more sad is the fact that I will somewhy not help me get elected? Who
"... I officially announce my candidacy for the
day need to "do I.S."
wouldn't vote for a banjo player who
So instead of "doing I.S.," I thought
office
the Twelve Colonies... I spends his spare time annihilating anyI'd try to expand my horizons, so I'm
one who dare oppose him in a game of
United States. Everyone and their badminton? That's right No one.
mean
going to engage in something just as
ambitious, just as
Of course you may be wondering
have already started their campaigns so
tliHinilt and nearly as insane. So today,
how I stand on certain issues, such as
1 officially announce my candidacy for
I have some serious catching-u- p
to do."
the war in Iraq. I believe firmly in
tin office of President of the Twelve
bringing the troops home Immediately.
Colonies... I mean United States. With such successes as "Action Chad" me look good. Like that headshot. Who It's taking too many American lives in
Everyone and their mothers have and "Ninja Chandler," I'm sure we'll get wouldn't vote for Indiana Jones? That a dangerous situation which one
already started their campaigns so I some brilliant ideas or at least somehat is friggin sweet. Also we'd need to American can solve in a single day.
have some serious catching-u- p to do.
thing brightly colored. We also need bring on Nick Holt '08 as the official
As American troops stand down,
Just ignore the fact that I'm not 35 some campaign slogans and since nothcampaign
Your
stepchild.
Federal Agent Jack Bauer will stand up.
ing rhymes with "Frederico" this job is campaign is not complete without one. With this year's season of "24" wrapyet. There's too many old people runa lot harder than it sounds.
In his press release he said, "Vote for
ning anyway. They're not really runping up this summer, I will hire Agent
is
comteam
ning either; more like shuffling quietOf course, no campaign
Frederico, you've probably done worse Bauer to bring peace to the region.
ly with their walkers. So, in the
plete without Dapeng Hu '07, whose things." Mr. Cacioppo was promptly Bauer's record is impressive. While
I
sheer political acumen and public fired.
process of assembling my team,
battling family and social issues, he has
mrd to fill a few key positions: and charisma will ensure the votes of...
With the campaign is full swing, I
ly
saved the city of Los
not-too-far-a- way

ui-Luu-uiivc-

iuciit

--

ed

Volvo-drivin-

g,

ng

. AZ.

Wooster ruined my
life; now I am tak'
ing it back.
A sympathetic man and prospective
employer, also a Wooster graduate,
understood my plight. He directed me
to one of the foremost reparative ther
apists in the nation, and now I'm

ed

The presidency should be a snap
the

ber

eye-open-

self-contradict-

r

co-edit-

T-sh-irt

heart-wrenchin-

gly

...?)

maybe otherwise.
PR: That's the bridge I was talking
about. We're speaking the same lan
guage now. We build a bridge, see
who's more righteous and holy and
we prove it to the Lord by waging
unending slaughter against each
other to vie for God's love.
AZ. I am crying, that is so beautiful.
TWV: Take your time.
AZ: Norf I'm together now.
TWV: Any summary of your posi
tion? You seem to have meandered.
AZ: What? Never! Always the one
true path! My position is simple and
uncompromising as well: the

are oppressing

Crusader-Zionis- ts

our people
PR:
That is outrageous. The
Crusaders are not oppressing your
people. But we are agreed on the
Jews.
AZ: Ah, you hate them too?

PR: Of course! What's a funda
mentalist for? (they embrace) It will
feel heavy to the heart when I am
commanded to smite you.
AZ: As it will be for me.
TWV: Aww. Well, I suppose we can
close it at that. Thank you both for
joining us for this enlightening dis
cussion.
PR: Not a problem, and may Christ
grant you everlasting life.
AZ. May Allah protect you, blessed
be his name. Couldn't be happier.

or,

.

.

You do TV?

of President of
the
mothers

red-head- ed

single-handed-

Pat and

Ayman have recently founded an
open dialogue and
peace between the world's religions. They

organization to foster

hope that they will be successful, and can
be reached at
pat-n-ayman.- net.

Angeles no less than six times and has
a kill count of well over 100 terrorists
and crappy actors. Except Curtis.
Curtis was awesome.
And between seasons of "24," it'd be
pretty sweet to have Agent Bauer fill in
as my Secretary of Defense. I may also
dispatch Agent Bauer to punish the Vice
News editors whenever they misspell
my name, which is often. In fact,
they've probably misspelled it at least
twice so far tonight. As President, I'd
probably just hang out, listen to heavy
metal and play video games. The best
part of my presidency is that there'd be
no scandals or any sort of nonsense
like that. I might try giving Marine
One a drive every now and again, but
that's about it. Now if you'll excuse me,
I have to go kiss a baby.
Frederico in '08!
Brian is running for President. To support his campaign, shoot an
with
your resume to bfredfrico09wooster.eJu.
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Campus prison to be built on L.C. Boles Golf Course
Joe Besl
Vice Staff
A-.r,.,-

.

The L C. Boles golf course is about
as unnecessary as renovating Babcock
Hall and, according to the U.S.
Census, the Wooster community is
already privileged to enjoy a ridiculously high ratio of one fairway per
every 700 people.
By eliminating the golf course in
I1
.1 ,TTi
favor of construction, the campus
could potentially double in size by the
class of 2010's 85th reunion. .
But the College administration is
making sure to not steamroll into the
future. To paraphrase Toby Maguire
in the Spiderman movies, "With great
V 'V
amounts of money and land comes
great responsibility."
Now that the Administration has
UNITED STATES
decided to build on the golf course,
are
they
busy carefully planning out
every inch of the available land.
.THE COLLEGE OF
WOOSTER
Most "urban" institutions like
Wooster struggle to extend their
ATTENTION f
.
ONLY STUDENTS
IN
grounds due to stubborn townsfolk
CRIMINOLOGY
COURSE
settling around the campus perimeter.
PERMITTED
WITHIN
1 MILE RADIUS
Prior to tfie L. C. Boles verdict, the
College considered creating a satellite
1IE,i2IC? 0F SAFETY t SECURITY
campus in the SoBo district (South of
Bowman) as another alternative for
Above, construction on the new College of Wooster reformatory begins on the former L.C.
expansion, but decided life in "the
hood" would jeopardize student safety.
Boles Golf Course, where sociology students can attend the Deviance and Criminology
Because of the land's value, the
course (Designed by Julia V. Hendrickson. Photo by Chloe Reed).
development board acknowledged that
the golf course must be carefully plotAlso, the board decided the school pus, students will only need to walk an
with renovations.
ted to ensure every potential necessity
For example, an indoor track will be did not need a larger weight room, but extra minute or so to meet them,
is included. The administration halted
added to the old PEC. A course will be only needed more mirrors in the currather than spend an hour in commute
make
look
it
that
current talks on raising tuition and painted around the aux gym so stuone
to
way.
every Tuesday and Thursday morning.
rent
instead developed a construction bluemile.
From an environmental perspective,
This
of
the
a
renovation
dents may run 46 laps to
current PEC
school will spend less money on
valuable
will
will
land
the
save
both increase Loren
the
The renovation
also allow the will
golf course
print that
mini-vafuel and more money on
n
Pope's opinion of the school and hockey team to move their practices for other uses.
decrease frivolous spending.
First off, the College plans to add a trees, because the campus has been
on campus. The PEC pool will be
Wooster was originally planning to frozen for the hockey team and then prison. Presently, dozens of dollars in determined to not have enough trees.
Also, these prisoners will complete
use the land to build a new PEC, thus
melted again for the swimming team student tuition are spent shuttling
anthropology students in Deviance their required community service by
once each day.
replacing the campus's current archiand Criminology to a prison in picking up garbage on Sunday mornA climbing wall will be placed along
tectural masterpiece. However, the
ings after the students finish their
board decided the old PEC is still the outside of the building and will be Mansfield.
weekend fun knocking over trash cans.
Once these prisoners move on cam
viable and simply plan to get creative
and April-Ma- y.
open Aug.-Sep- t.
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Additionally, the prison is intended
as a defensive move against the license
plate thief, who will hopefully think
twice about his petty crimes with a

reformatory at the end of the parking
situation,
lot. It's a
and that's just as good as 'the
Cleveland Browns did last year.
The school also plans to avoid any
more negative press by building
another Kauke Hall on the golf
course.
The original building will still be
used for classes, while the newer one
will remain empty and will only be
there for students to fill with snow.
With no consequences, the student
body can fill the entire arch, as well as
the classrooms and offices inside,
without haying to worry about interferences from security, the WPD, or
the US. military (who were nearly
called in to control the February 2007
incident). This flawless plan will allow
the Wooster community to have its
cake, and vandalize it too.
The possibilities for the golf course
are limitless (until the land runs out).
Recent board meetings have also
discussed building another McGaw
and placing the entire thing underground as means of closure for previous mistakes.
There were also talks to build some
houses, flood them and save all those
volunteer groups the effort of traveling to New Orleans.
The capstone of the development
will be a personal Coca-Co- la
plant so
students can witness violence against
union organizers for themselves.
Wooster has always prepared students for the world, but the school
now has enough money and land to
bring the world to the students,
instead.
The planning committee intends to
seize this opportunity and make sure
the students never have to leave campus again.
win-win-win--

win

'

Latest study abroad opportunity: "Wooster in Amish Country"
she said. Living in Los Angeles whet- tea ner taste tor tne culturally diverse,
"Like, in some places, the people eat
really different food, like rice or seaweed or whatever and I totally love
trying stuff ' like that," she said. "I
mean, I love calamari."
Swanson also expressed an interest
in other aspects of foreign culture,
especially clothing. She stated that
after receiving "this kickass Indian
scarf thing" from a friend who took a
trip to Bangalore, she felt the urge to
see other parts of the fcorld.
Unfortunately, the study abroad proaround $4,000
gram's price tag
meant that Swanson would be unable
to participate.
Then she discovered an alternative:
spending a semester with a local
Mennonite
family through the
"Wooster in Amish Country" program.
This program, recently instituted
by. the Office of International Student
Affairs, addresses the needs of students like Swanson, who want to
experience other cultures but cannot
afford expensive overseas programs.
Each student in the program is paired
with an Amish family in the Wooster
area and spends the semester
immersed in Amish culture.
"I was so completely excited when I
heard about, this program," said
Swanson. "I mean, it's getting off
campus for a semester, and it was, like,
40 bucks, which is sort of weird, but I
don't question itl"
i
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Above, a Wooster student waits for her host family's buggy
while participating in the new "Wooster in Amish Country"
study abroad program (Photo by Katharine Tatum).

Lehman
Features Editor

Molly

As the deadline for study abroad
declarations approached this spring,
Jessica Swanson '08 was yearning to
spend her semester
off-camp-

us.

With friends planning trips to
France,
Argentina and Russia,
Swanson learned about the values of
the study abroad programs and she,
too, wanted the experience.
"I just think it's really, really important to see other cultures and stuff,"

til

a
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According to the 01SA, the pro- "
i
gram consists oi aauy larm cnores,
including mending fences, laundering
clothes by hand, preserving vegetables
and meat and bathing horses.
Students may also be asked to assist in
childbirth and, depending on the season, participate in wheat threshing or
hog butchering. The program also
requires participation in a, barn-raisiat least once per month.
Swanson admitted that she was not
entirely' sure what the program
entailed. "I didn't really read the entire
I mean, I skimmed it, but
brochure
I'm sure it's going to be sweet. I get to
learn about all these different people
and whatever. Anyway, if it sucks, I'll
just put on my iPod and zone out for a
couple hours."
Swanson said that she is already
packing excitedly for the trip. "I heard
it gets warm in western Wayne
like, warmer than
County
Wooster," she said.
"I've got my bikini, plus tons of
shorts and my Ugg boots. I've got a
zillion DVDs, because I heard there's,
like, no movie theater anywhere close,
plus the book I'm reading, The Devil
Wears Prada.'"
As part of the program, Swanson
will be required to wear traditional
Amish attire, including plain, solid-col- or
dresses and white caps.
Education will also follow Swanson
into Amish Country, where she will
study the Ordnung of her assigned

..fi,flV"
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ng

Mennonite order.j(7That'8 like,, the
book of Amish rules, I think," she said.
"They .mentioned something about
that. I guess it's going to be sort of
cool. It says, like, how they're
to live and eat."
Swanson looks forward to the skills
she will learn. "I guess they do all
their cooking the
way,
which is so amazing because I can
barely make ramen. Amish people are
so good at cooking, too, and that's
something that I can sort of relate to,
because my mom buys cinnamon rolls
from this Amish bakery, like, every
time she visits me and they're amazing
with a frappuccino
Currently, 10 students are enrolled
in the program and will be sent to
farms across Wayne County. The
Mennonite host families, the Yoders,
Millers, Millers, Yoders, Hofstetlers,
Millers,
Hofstetlers,
Yoders, .
Hofstetlers and Yoders, are looking
forward to the students' arrival.
"This comes at a very opportune
time for us; in the middle of the harvest season," said one Amish man who
wished to remain unnamed, as it is
against his Ordnung to identify himself in print.
"I hope we get a strong student who
is willing to work. The Amish life is
hard, but rewarding. Maybe the student will even know how to fix harnesses and plow by hand; I have heard
that schools are teaching more practical things now."
up-pos-ed

old-fashio-

ned

Students observe celeb philanthropists over Spring Break
Molly

Lehman

Features Editor

Here, the group observed real
celebrities in action, a demographic
that is, according to Flaherty, one of
the most selfless projKinents of human

socially responsible. He should really be
applauded for making an effort"
Celeb awareness also extends beyond

the United States. Many celebrities
were spotted in acts of goodwill that
benefit other countries as well.
how
firsthand
see
had
"We
to
just
ing out those around them.
said.
"I know for a fact that at least 25 .
she
are,"
celebrities
these
giving
Through various volunteer promajor,
who
major names have visited foreign
are
only
"I
these
people
are
mean,
grams, the campus group does what it
in the past six months," said
dollars
countries
million
per
making 10 or 12
can to promote the betterment of socifind
the
Flaherty.
resources
movie, yet they still
ety. They raise and donate money to
"Diversity and learning across culcars. It's so
charities, support local businesses, to buy
and importures is really
inspiring."
encourage environmentally-friendl- y
be
in tolerlearned
In Hollywood, she said, the acts of tant lessons might
lifestyle choices and sponsor programs
He
even
ance. Look at Johnny Depp.
selflessness were almost constant.
on tolerationand diversity.
his
in
spends
and
France
house
a
names
owns
one
no
this
star
huge
"I
saw
said
care,"
to
so
important
"It's
days selflessly interacting with the
Coalition member Katie Flaherty '07, mentioned, I'm sure she would want her
French people and their rich culture."
good deeds to remain anonymous
who was in charge of this year's campus"One actress there has stopped drinkhomeless
who
this
walking
was
past
raised
money
sale
that
bake
-wide
Coke," said Flaherty, citing allegashe
all
Even
the
street.
though
ing
on
man
do
all
our
we
"If
research.
for cancer
company
Louis
she
tions
had
a
Vuitton
that the Coca-Co- la
handbag,
was
place."
better
be
a
part, the world can
kills
and
even
plant
him."
smiled
threatens
at
still
exploits,
other
four'
and
That's why Flaherty
it
"I
Colombia.
think
said
might
in
benevolence
celeb
workers
that
Flaherty
Coalition members spent their spring
diet she's on
b
just be part of the
break making a pilgrimage to what she doesn't stop there.
film,
but the
for
her
who
next
an
"I
in
saw
actor
Los
preparation
was
actually
calls "the Mecca of philanthropy":
there."
she
said.
is
hybrid,"
definitely
so
"That's
driving
thought
Angeles.
The

College

of

Wooster

Do-Good-

Coalition is dedicated to help-

er's

welfare.
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Arts

Justine McCullough

Cleveland Museum of Art to remain closed permanently
Director, trustees cite public indifference as reason for decision
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the museum became increasingly
popular with exhibits such as
Barcelona! and Monet in Normandy.
The CMA which will soon be
named the Cleveland Gallery of Art
(CGA), attributes such' recent popu-

"
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larity to the decreased attention
spans of its visitors.
"People aren't interested in art
anymore," said one trustee, "and
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Remnants of the
Cleveland Museum construction project still litter the grounds
rounding the building (Photo by Katie Foulds; design by Julia V. Hendrickson).
ill-fa-

ted

Katie Foulds
Editor in Chief

museum decided

94-year-- old

last

week that it will close all but one
gallery of the museum. The remain-

The Cleveland Museum of Art
(CMA) plans to cease its construction
project and close its doors forever due
to costly construction fees and general apathy toward the fine arts.

At the recommendation of its
director and board of trustees, the

ing gallery will feature popular
exhibits,
The extensive renovation that
began in January 2006 and was not
slated to finish until '2011 became
too expensive for the museum's construction budget.

InStyle votes Wooster

sur-

One construction worker who
prefers to remain anonymous said
that the museum was given two
choices: finish construction without
air conditioning in order to remain
within the budget or halt the project
completely. The museum opted for
the second choice.
Some speculate 'that the real reason
for this decision, however, was that

.

while the main museum was closed
and the Barcelona
and Monet
exhibits opened, we had more visitors in one day than we did in a week
at the old museum. The people we
packed in the museum like sardines!
"I guess people
like shorter
exhibits," he added.
Such attitudes are evident in students at The College of Wooster.
When Christopher Nixon "08 was
asked about his opinion on the closure of the art museum he replied,
"Art, huh?"
student,'
Another
Maryellen
McClain '08 explained to Nixon that
art is "expression on paper," urging
him to recognize its cultural and
thetic value.
Nixon responded, "Oh, uh, okay, I
guess."
The museum is disappointed in
such apathetic attitudes, but is confident that it will restore the public
opinion by bringing in future
exhibits of what a second trustee
calls "recognizable" art.
In June 2007 the Cleveland

Gallery of Art will feature its Mona
Lisa exhibit consisting exclusively of
Leonardo's Mona Lisa on loan from
the Louvre.
In early 2008 the CGA will feature
a more comprehensive exhibit titled,
"The Art of Tattoos: Historical and
Artistic Trends in Body Art."
The 'museum director, also commented that the popular museum
store will be located throughout the
exhibit rather than at the end.
He said that the reasoning behind
this odd and unprecedented arrangement is due to the fact that Museum
visitors and members' on average
spend more time in the gift shop and
cafeteria than they do in the actual
galleries.
The museum sold much of its
extensive collection through auctions. In yet another attempt at
benevolence, the altruistic Angelina
Jolie. bought and subsequently
donated all the remaining works,
including "The Devil and Tom
at
Vesuyius
"Mount
Walker,"
Midnight", and "Peregrine Falcons,"
to a Vietnamese orphanage.
Jolie's publicist read a short statement from Jolie: "I want the children
to smile when they see these beautiful paintings and benefit from the joy
it will bring to their lives."
With the newly wide open space
surrounding the museum, the
Cleveland City Council has decided
to erect yet another shopping plaza.

College Campus"

"Best-Dresse- d

purse, only two of which should
'09, however,
ma till.
was a mistake
Arts Editor
"Just that little bit of oddness
that practicalThe College of Wooster may be makes your entire outfit pop," she ly
rivaled
located in a small Midwestern town, explained.
Bebe's
apbut the fashion on campus has been
True to her word, Lellington wore pointment of
noticed by areas far from the corn
black Dolce & Gahbana wrap-arouMischa Barton
and potato fields surrounding the aviators, carried an oversized leather
as cover girl.
school.
oi
and
Coppola
included
Sofia
tote
Upon
In fact, savvyiatHdents have turned
alligator skin hoots
Beall Avenue into a veritable catwalk
from Prada.
Christiansen's
of couture.
In terms of footwear, "Uggs just stilettos,
she
The College of Wooster was don't cut it anymore," according to immediately
recently noted by In Style magazine Amanda Naylor '07.
burst into tears.
as the
college .campus
Despite the fact that harsh winter
"They're off
in the United States.
weather has destroyed six pairs of brand! I'M SO
To portray an accurate representaNaylor' s stilettos this season, "at SORRY! My
tion of just what we wear, I naturalleast I look appropriate in the Java real shoes are
ly turned to the
stuHut line," she said.
being cleaned!"
dent body.
Though Naylor has made a con- -' she wailed.
Every time a Marc Jacobs clutch scious decision to avoid the sheepAfter
her
or an ensemble of Mary-Ka- te
couskin, she is unsure about one aspect outburst, my
ture caught my eye, I dragged the of spring fashion: "The DAMN skininterview with
specimen of hotness out to coffee for ny jeans!"
her was clearly
a fashion chat quicker than fitted
Naylor has just gotten used to the over. The pur- A student models attire typifying Wooster's impeccable fashion sense (Photo by
capris went from hot to cold.
washer hips look in skinnies, but she nnp nf mv
My first meeting of the Manolos
is now afraid they're out like Ryan
job, after all, Katharine Tatum).
was with Adrienne Lellington '08, Seacrest.
was to discuss fashion with fashion- -'
Dressed head to toe in Armani's
deserve," he said about the College's
whom I had spotted near Kauke Hall
"A fashionista must be daring, but
I
istas,
not POSERS.
recent honor, smoothing down his
sent spring line, including a particularly
dressed head to toe in Prada's new maybe I'll just play it safe and return Christiansen on her
charcoal-gra- y
fabulous rumpled
pinstriped capris.
spring line. '
to the True Religions," Naylor way back to Payless.
blazer, he could clearly be dubbed
"Wooster students know there's
Lellington revealed that her secret
mused.
Fortunately, Hayden Aramando '09 "Best Dressed Man" on campus, or at nothing that screams 'fashion suito looking
was simple
"Joey, obviously," she specified.
was a breath of fresh air after least "Most Eligible Single."
cide' like Crocs and a hoodie. It's
sunglasses (or hat), heels and a
My chat with Carrie Christiansen
Christiansen.
"Finally we've gotten the credit we about time we were recognized."

Justine McCullough
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Ben Folds to play at Relay for Life

Professor still mourning Anna Nicole
Justine McCullough
Arts Editor
The death of Anna Nicole Smitn
has spawned a paternity battle for custody of her young daughter, but the
effects of her death have not been confined to the courts of the Bahamas
and Hollywood tabloids. Even our
small Midwestern campus has felt the
effects of the devastating loss of the
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The College of Wooster welcomes Ben Folds as the musical
guest at Relay for Life on April
The artist, whose sister Katie Foulds '08 is a student at the College, will perform
throughout the evening as altruistic students walk into the
wee hours of the morning to help raise money for cancer
research. Folds, bom Matthew Foulds, changed his name in
January to increase his iTunes sales (Photo courtesy Foulds'
family photo archives).
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and physical illness so severe that she
has resigned indefinitely from her job
in the sociology department.
Rita Hinglesic, 32. first experienced
symptoms of anxiety ant! nervousness
in

13-1- 4.

X

celebrity.
A College of Wooster professor has
found herself in a state of depression
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ry.

"Suddenly I just couldn't relax,"
Hinglesic explained.
A professor of sociology at the
College, Hinglesic's days were once
filled with her usual routine: a tenured
position at Wooster, caring for her
young daughter, light housework and
keeping up with celebrity news.
But now her life has changed.
"I guess I knew something was
wrong when I stopped caring about
everything," Hinglesic admitted.
The law took action after Hinglesic
sent her daughter Ava, 3, into
Buehler's grocery store to buy every
celebrity magazine they carried.
"I hadn't showered in a few days and
didn't look appropriate So I sent Ava,"

Hinglesic languishes on her couch with a copy of Us Weekly
(Photo by Mac Buehler).
she explained.
The drama unfolding in the
Bahamas had . clearly taken over
Hinglesic's life. According to Carol
Listka, the social worker assigned to
the professor's case, the state of
Hinglesic's home "was a total wreck."
Stacks of dirty dishes and general
filth had steadily taken over the usually immaculate house.
"In the middle of it all, Hinglesic
would lie on the couch with her laptop, reading breaking news about
Anna Nicole Smith. It was really quite
sad," said Listka.

After missing three weeks of work
for no "legitimate" reason, Hinglesic
was encouraged by College adminis-

trators to resign.
guess in a way it's worked out in
the long run," Hinglesic reflected. "My
tenure position never gave me the
thrill I get from Us Weekly."
Ava Hinglesic recently
her local preschool program. She had
spent a considerable amount of time
in the hospital after being treated for
third-degrburns that resulted
when, in the absence of her mother,
she tried to teach herself to cook.
"I

re-ente- red
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PEC to install pyrotechnics for 2007 - 08 season
Chris Sweeney
Pyromaniac

1

The College of Wooster plans on
making its first renovation to the PEC
gymnasium over the summer of 2007.
The school plans on adding high-tec- h
pyrotechnics to intensify the introductions of Wooster athletes.
Leading these new high-tec- h
additions is the giant jumbotron to be
installed at the center of the PEC. Four
new 10' x 10' digital screens will make
it much easier for spectators to view a
game. There will also be four bagpipes
at each corner to mimic the swords
hanging from the jumbotron in Quicken
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The bagpipes have a special feature:
during each introduction, they will
shoot out flames accompanied by sonic
booms raging from 150 new speakers
equipped with surround sound.
But that's not all: as the men's and
women's basketball teams run out of
the locker room for layups, flames will
shoot up from the floor itself.
"I just hope our team doesn't catch on
fire before we face Wittenberg next
year," said Evan Will '08.
"Yes, safety could be a problem," said
an anonymous PEC source. "But hey,
it's all about the fans, right? And they

want to see things go boom even if it
means the gym could burn down."
There is talk that when Wittenberg
and other big rivals come to play, these
flames may "accidentally" shoot off
when an opposing player stands on the
appropriate spot on the floor, giving a
whole new meaning to "home-fiel- d
advantage." Head Coach Steve Moore
was opposed to this idea, but others

were not
"We're going to try really hard to get
home field for the Div. Ill tournament
next year," said another anonymous
PEC source. That way we can just
light the oppositions' best players on
fire and advance all the way to Salem by
default
Another cause for concern is thatjthe
jumbotron may, in fact get in the way of
viewing more so than helping it If the
jumbotron were to be installed, it would
block the viewing of every fan that sits
in the upper level.
"It is a legitimate concern," said
another anonymous PEC source. "But
those fans would just have to watch the
game on the screens."
For volleyball's annual Kilt Classic,
the lower levels aren't pulled out to
make room for another court Fans will
not be able to enjoy the annual tourna
ment due to the monstrous screens.
"It really sucks," said Carolyn
Ciriegio '08. "Is this jumbotron really
necessary? Besides, the PEC is small
enough as it is to see just fine even if
you're sitting in the upper levels."
But the biggest concern is still safety.
Larger-than-li- fe
bagpipes shooting off
flames in a gym that only seats 3,400.
people could set every section of the
gym on fire, effectively wiping out the
entire fan base for Wooster basketball
and volleyball.
"Don't worry, the jumbotron flames
are perfectly safe," said an anonymous
PEC source. "It may feel really hot
when they are shot off, but no harm will
come from shooting out massive infernos from gigantic bagpipes."
The PECs new renovations will be
up and ready in time for 2007-0-

Timken Gymnasium will look like this with all the new upgrades
(Photo by Mac Buehler, designed by Andrew Maloney).

Sports and

Dating 101
The start of spring means many
things, but perhaps most importantly:
love is in the air. Spring is often the
time where new love blossoms, and
since only two
te
can win the
with the
Win-a-Da-
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Evan Will lands a spot on the And-- 1 Mix Tour
TV show on ESPN2.
i
Each player on the team takes on a
HSB
nickname while on the tour. Current
While most Wooster students settle players' names include Hot Sauce, Bad
for boring, repetitive summer jobs, a Santa, Escalade and Helicopter. Will
select few are lucky enough to get a plans to take on the moniker "The
Dumptruck." While his dribbling skills
great internship or even a job. The student who has perhaps used the skills he fall short of The Professor," Will feels
that he has some tricks up his sleeve.
developed at Wooster best to work on
"I have this new move I named
his career is Evan Will '08.
veteran of the Double Core in honor of Wooster," said
Will, a third-ye- ar
men's basketball team, worked hard for Will. T actually can't describe it but
two years before stumbling into the you'll know it when you see it"
The tour has proved to be not just a
starting line up after Tim Vandervaart
launching pad to stardom, but to the
'07 went down with a wrist injury. Will
National Basketball Association, as well,
capitalized, and scouts noticed.
Stephen Kelly, a scout for the AND 1 boasting prestigious alumni such as
Mixtape Tour was one such scout. "I Houston Rockets guard Rafer Alston.
le
Will claims he has
The
saw Will against Hiram," said Kelly. "He
and
had
of the NBA but
thoughts
rebounds
in
not
led the Scots
any
points,
would
in
with his teamfit
I
felt
he
knew
right
ankles broken and
right then
summer."
mates.
that we needed him this
"I know I might not look like your
The AND 1 tour is a traveling basketball tour that is sponsored by the typical AND 1 guy, but what really matclothing manufacturer AND 1. The ters is raw talent and personality, and
team travels the country with their I've been blessed with both," said Will.
While the tour will continue past the
team of "streetball" players and takes
semester, Will
start of the 2007-0- 8
on top local talent in each city
The final score is less important than plans to leave the tour a week early and
the performance the players put on. will not miss any classes.
LA Rules are stretched or ignored. The
"I'll have plenty of chances to play
in my life, but you only get
a
streetball
released
which
just
tour,
originally
Mix
four years as an undergrad, unless
mix tape, has become increasingly popular, airing segments of the tour as a you're Tom Port '07, said Will.

Nicholas Williams Holt
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Evan "Dumptruck" Will '08 will be a member of the
Tape Tour this summer (Photo courtesy of OPI).

And-- 1

Sports editors sponsor "Win a Date" contest
song to a special someone... and
wouldn't you like to be that very special

Justine McCullough
Voice Bracket Pool Winner

I

someone?

You've read their columns. Now read
between these lines. As part of the
Sports editors' continuing efforts to

Nick Holt, the Bill Walton (Boston
Celtics) of the Sjmrts section, has a
fiery personality to match his hair and

involve readers in the pajx-r- , The It'oosttr
Vice is pleased to announce the Stanley

an impeccable sense of style, as well.
ng
He divulged that his favorite
scent is a pumpkin
candle permeating his Holden
y
Annex dorm room after an
March Madness marathon, in which he
never left the couch for fear of missing
a second of game time.
Just don't plan a trip to Boston for a
Sox game. Merely mention "Big Tapi"
around this New York native, and he'll
go Mike Tyson on your ear. For safety
purposes (and the Vice budget), those
from Beantown need not apply for a
date witli this editor.
The Sxrts editors must receive all
application materials by Saturday, April
28. Please deliver two separate, identical packets to
Materials should include a headshot,
full body shot (both in color), list of
recent sexual conquests and three goals
you hope to achieve during a potential
date. Good luck!
(Disclaimer: The Vict is not responsible for any unfortunate happenings,
including injury or contraction of illness, that may occur from a date with
the Sports editors).

Cup of all newspajwr competitions
Win a Date with a Sports Editor!
The forwards of love have been
obsessively involved with their
section of the Vict newspaper,
and neither has left his respective couch
sports-intensi-

ve

since March Madness began.
Chris Sweeney has been writing for
the Vice longer than Barry Bonds has
been using steroids, and in his second

year as Sports editor, lie has led readers
through the heartbreaking defeat of the
and shared his
Wooster Scots (29-devotion
to the Buckeyes
and
love
great
5)

(Go Ohio!).

This aspiring journalist's idea of the
perfect date includes a romantic comedy
such as "For Love of the Game" or
"Fever Pitch," followed by a long, passionate stroll along the beach to pursue
a game or two of beach volleyball in the
midst of canoodling.
They say the way to a man's heart is
through the stomach, but the "in" for
Chris is simply tuning into his radio
W'oo 9 on Monday from
p.m. Maybe he'll even dedicate a special

.s,ow
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Editors

contest, I thought
that I would offer
love advice to
nickholt
those' sport fans
I may not have
While
love.
looking for
is for ugly
school
love
Ph.D.
in
(grad
a
I
as
did
certified
people). However,
get
love
by
some guy
specialist
a trained
with a van.
Since most of my readers happen to
be male, their advice comes first, and
since I don't believe in stopping after
the guy's finished, ladies can just skip
down toward the bottom for some
advice of their own.
Guys, we all know women are mysterious creatures that even the most
suave man will never understand.
However, I have discovred several
things that have very reliable results.
Here are five hints on earning her
undying lave.
Hint One: Anniversaries and birthdays are overrated. She'll understand
if you forget her birthday and remember National Signing Day instead. In
fact, she'll admire your commitment
to your team.
Hint Two: Women are enthralled
by stories about your past athletic
experience. Discuss you prowess in
high school, JV, IM or peewee sports
as often and as extensively as possible.
Look at how the girls were all over
Uncle Rico in Napoleon Dynamite.
The world needs more Ricos. Blame
all failures on an injury or coach.
Hint Three: Get in tight with her
are from a rival
parents. If the
school, feel free to scream school
chants to show' that you remember
in-la-

ws

pumping. Muck Fichigan and Buck
the
eyes get extra points.
Hint Four: Women find playoff
beards, lucky shirts and underwear,
not showering on a winning streak
and other smelly superstitions incredibly sexy. The stronger the odor, the
stronger she feels the connection
between you is.
Number Five: Women LOVE entertaining, so blow your savings on a
and have the guys over to
watch every game that comes on.
Women like feeling useful, so feel free
to leave empty beer cans and demand
food and maid service. She'll love you
for it.
And now to take care of my lovely
lady readers. Only one of you can
take this hot piece of sports fan home
from the competition, so here's some
advice for dealing with whatever
sports fan you have to settle for (and
I recommend Sweeney. I mean look at
those pecs).
Hint One: The best time to start a
big we need to talk conversation is
in the last two minutes of the game
he's watching. He's already seen most
of the game and if it's an amazing
finish he'll hear all about it from his
friends the next day anyway.
Hint Two: He doesn't really care
about that favorite chair; replace it
with some hard designer chair.
Hint Three: Refer to every sports
related thing as cute. For example:,
"Aww, those hockey players look so
cute with those little sticks," or "You
look so cute in that with your face
paint
eye black, Mr. Bootsie-Ootsie- ."
flat-scre- en

love
Top Model." Change the
station to it without asking so he
doesn't have to do it himself. He'll
fight it, but he loves it.
Hint Five: If you really care, cut up
all his sports memorabilia and make a
collage.
That's all I have for now. If you
need more advice,
me. I'm tired
of writing the address every week
and getting no mail.
(Disclaimer: All dating advice is
totally useless to begin with. If you
fail miserably, it's probably due to
some huge character flaw or unattractive quality you possess).

Hint Four: Guys secretly
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The Sports editors (Designed by Eric Richardson).
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Nick "I wish that

I didn't have

so much

knowledgt on this subject"
Holt is a Sports editor for tht Vice.
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Sunday, April 1,2007

Due to the success of men's basketball, The Wooster Voice 'decided to dedicate this page to recap their run through Sectionals and to the Final Four

This is not part of the Vice; this page is real.

Wooster's season ends with fourth-place finish at Salem
'

1

1

Chris Sweeney

n

:

Sports Editor
The College of Wooster (29-- 5)
men's basketball team saw their season come to a crashing end during
the Final Four in Salem, Va.
Wooster lost both games to finish
fourth in the nation, the first coming
in the national semifinals against
eventual champion Amherst College
67-6- 0.
(30-- 2)
The second loss came
in the consolation game against
Washington University at St. Louis
(25--

5)
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Expectations were high for Scots
baseball after entering the season
with a No. 15 ranking.. Thus far
they've surpassed all of those high
expectations by getting of to the
best start in school history by running off a perfect 15-- 0 record thus
far. The wins were (hardly over cupcakes, as the Scots have already won
games against several highly-rankteams including No. 24 Manchester
College, No. 27 Rowan University,
and an 1 1 inning triumph over No. 5
University of Wisconsin-StevePoint.
Perhaps more important than
their wins against nationally-ranke- d
teams was the Scots' four-ga. sweep of Allegheny, giving them a
perfect 4--0 record in the NCAC.
The Scots pitching staff has been
dominant, posting a team ERA of
2.23 with just 7.2 hits and 10.4
strikeouts per nine innings, while
holding opponents to a measly .214
batting average.
Notable Scots pitchers include
southpaw Adam Samson '08 who
recorded two victories and a
while posting a 1.35 ERA
and 34 strikeouts in just 20 innings.
Anthony Trapuzzano '09 has also
been terrific, recording four victories while posting a low 2.25 ERA.
The offense has also been terrific
averaging 8.8 runs per game. Oliver
Enos '09 has been on fire batting
with 15 RBI. Jake
.500 (23-4- 6)
Sankal '08 has not been far behind,
batting.449 while leading the team
with five home runs, 20 runs and 19
ed

ns

me

no-decis-

runs batted

ion

in.

In all, 12 Scots currently boast
batting averages over .300 to help
contribute to the teams amazing
.340 team batting average.
The Scots will play a four-gaseries at Kenyon (11-- 5, 0-this
weekend.
me

0)

Men's Lacrosse
Men's lacrosse improved their
record to 1 over break with wins
against Mount St. Joseph,
Swarthmore and conference-fo-e
Oberlin. .
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Vandervaart '07 finished his career as a Scot with two solid
games in the Div. Ill Final Four (Photo courtesy OPI).

Tim

Horn '07 three pointer
dunk in the face of Dan
tied it up at 53. Brandon
hit a free throw to give

and a Port
O'Shea that
Johnson '09
the Scots a

mws m&b
Baseball
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points, respectively.
Fulk joined Vandervaart with his
first-care- er
double double with a
career-hig- h
10 rebounds.
Even though the Scots took fourth
at Salenvthe season was a success.
Wooster went to another Final Four
and posted an impressive 29-- 5
record.
Port was named First Team
National
the
by
Association of Basketball Coaches
(NABC). He was also named to the
team by
second
and named Great
D3hoops.com
Lakes Player of the Year by NABC
and D3hoops.com.
Cooper made second team
by Dshoops.com in addition to tallying first team
honors by D3hoops.com.
Head Coach Steve Moore was
named Great Lakes Coach of the
Year by both organizations.
Vandervaar.t also nabbed a third
selection
by
team
D3hoops.com.
Wooster loses Vandervaart, Port
and Van Horn due to graduation. But'
with another recruiting class and a
plethora 'of talented soon-to-sophomores waiting in the wings to
fill their places, there is no reason
why the Scots cannot bounce back
and continue to dominate the NCAC
next season.

The Scots easily handled Mount
St. Joseph 13-- 5. Mark Weschler '09
had an extraordinary day, scoring as
many goals as the entire host squad
with five goals and an assist to boot.
The Scots then took on
Swarthmore (l-- l) and came away
with a 6 victory. Matt Biester was
good in goal recording 19 saves.
''The Scots' lone loss came at the
hands of national No. 6 Lynchburg
College. It was a brutal road loss for
the Scots as they fell 13-- 4. Wooster
kept it close for awhile, trailing just
1 after the first quarter, before the
Hornets ran off six unanswered
goals.
The Scots were forced to cancel a
pair of games near against
Neumann and Ursinus.
The Scots then easily handled
3)
in a 18-- 5
Oberlin (0--4,
blowout. Hisham Hassan '07 continued his streak of scoring a goal in
every game this season by recording
a hat trick as well as two assists.
Weschler continued his excellent
ls
play this season recording
and two assists to improve to a
team-leadi11 goals and 16 points
this season.
Scots play host to
The road-wea- ry
Whittier in their home-open- er

All-Ameri-

All-Ameri-

nt

All-Regi- on
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Scots advance to Final Four with OT win
yr
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Tom Port '07 cuts down the nets in celebration of Wooster's
second Final Four trip in five years (Photo by Nick Holt).

5-- 10

he

nine, but James Cooper '08 answered
with a three, cutting the Brockport lead

Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor
The College of Wooster men's basketball team advanced to the Final Four
thanks to two Wins in Pittsford, N.Y.
The first came against Ohio Athletic
Conference (OAC) powerhouse John
in the Sweet
Carroll University (21-13.
The second was an Elite
16,
Eight thriller against Brockjxirt State
94-8- 7
in overtime.
University (26-This is the second time in the last five
years the Scots advanced to the Final
Four, placing third in 2003.
Getting back to Salem was no easy
task, as the Scots had their hands full
against a hungry Brockport team. The
Scots were tied 12-just four minutes
into the game when Brockjort made
their move and mounted a seven-poi- nt
lead. The Golden Eagles kept the Scots
at bay and slowly extended their lead,
going into the half up 3.
Tom Port '07 kicked off the second
half with a bang, nailing a three-point-er
to ignite the Wooster crowd and pull
the Scots to within eight. However,
Brockport countered and extended
their lead to 50-3- 8 over the next two
0)

83-7-

6)
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Women's Lacrosse
Women's lacrosse had a tough
record as well
break, posting a
as showing up in Salem to watch
Men's basketball fall to Amherst.
The Scots began the season on the
right foot with a 14--9 victory over
Methodist. Captain Ann Steward '07
six points,
scored a career-be- st
including four goals. Three of her
goals came in the first half as the
Scots jumped out to an early 3
lead and never looked back. Carly
Carey '09 also had a big game,
recording a hat trick as well as an
assist.
The Scots then fell to Greensboro
and Guilford College
College
Scots will host
Fontbonne today at 1pm and Scton
Hill on April 6.
Briefs by' Nick Holt

edge and the Scots mounted a 13-- 2 run
to take a 70-5-9 lead with 9:35 left. But
the Golden Eagles were resilient and
mounted a
1
rally of their own,
catching the Scots at 81 with just 1:09
left in the game.
After getting fouled while pulling in
an offensive rebound, Vandervaart went
to the line to shoot two with just 36 sec- -.
onds left. He missed both shots, giving
Brockport the final possession of regulation. Harris had a chance to redeem
himself for the technical foul, but his
three-point- er
hit off the rim and sent
the game into overtime.
Cooper took the game into his own
hands as he led the Scots to a 90-8-5
lead, scoring eight of the nine points.
Brockport sunk two free throws to cut
the lead down to three. But Port found
Andy Van Horn "07 under the bucket
for an easy layup. Those two points
were Van Horn's only two of the game,
but perhaps the most important to push
the lead up to five. The Scots iced the
game with clutch free throws, punching
their ticket for Salem.
Cooper led all scorers with 34 points
without a turnover. Vandervaart came
off the bench with 17 points and
Brandon Johnson '09 followed with 13.
with 12
Port tallied up a double-doubpoints and 12 rebounds. Fulk rounded
out the team with 10 points. Both
Vandervaart and Evan Will "08 followed Port with six rebounds each.
Cooper was named Sectional MVP
and Port earned a spot on the
team for their efforts.
To get to the Elite Eight, the Scots
had to go through John Carroll of the
OAC The northeast Ohio powerhouses
have met in the NCAA Div. Ill tournament five of the last 10 years.
With 10 minutes left in the game,
Wooster had a commanding 0 lead
over the Blue Streaks. But John Carroll
would not go silently into the night as
they mounted their comeback with a
10-- 0
run to cut the
deficit
).
down to six
Johnson and Cooper restored a
lead. Then Vandervaart took over,
scoring eight of the next nine Wooster
points to put the Scots comfortably
ahead, sealing the win.
Port and Vandervaart led the way
with 16 points. Port also led in
rebounds with 1 1 for another double-doubl- e.
22-1-

9--

today.

can

All-Regi- on

led the team again

Vandervaart

57-5-

can

can

All-Ameri-

mounted a monstrous 23-- 4 run.
Wooster never got back into the
game and Washington University
cruised onto the victory.

edge.
After Amherst tied it up at 54,
Cooper hit another three to take a
lead. The Scots had chances to
4

one-poi-

16

1 1

1 1

1

,

witn
with

60

92-8- 4.

NCAA Mascot JJ Jumper also
robbed Chris Craig "07 of a halftime
prize due to a controversial call.
Just 4:15 into the semifinal game
against Amherst, the Lord Jeffs
jumped out to a 18-- 4 lead. Wooster
fought back and cut the lead down to
rs
but missed two
seven (24-1-7)
on the next two possessions.
Amherst then mounted a 15-- 8 run,
going into the half up 39-2- 5.
Coming out of the locker room,
Wooster exploded as they went on a
21-- 4
run, with James Cooper '08
sealing it off with a three-point- er
to
give the Scots a 46-4-3 lead
their
first of the game.
Amherst responded with a three of
their own, plus a Wooster foul.
While they missed the free throw, the
Lord Jeffs snagged the offensive
board and converted a layup to
retake the lead at 48-4- 6.
Amherst extended the lead to
6
when Wooster mounted an 0
run of their own, thanks to two Tom
Port '07 free throws, an Andy Van

points; nc mow icu mv
rebounds for his fifth double-doub- le
of the season and 19th of his
Devin Fulk '08, Port
Johnson,
career.
'07 rounded out
Horn
Van
and Andy
15, 13, 13 and
with
the Scot scorers

pull away, but came up empty on
multiple possessions. Amherst took
advantage and tied up the game at
59-5- 9
with just 3:26 left.
Leading 60-5- 9 with 2:02 left in the
contest, Amherst hit a layup to take a
61-lead. Two defensive stops
later, Port drove hard to the bucket
with 52 seconds left. But he lost the
ball and the referees ruled a jump
ball giving possession to Amherst.
Wposter quickly fouled to save time
and the Lord Jeffs converted a pair of
free throws to make it a three-poi-nt
game (63-60- ).
Cooper took the ball down with 39
seconds left and missed a jumper.
However, he grabbed the rebound
and found Port open in the left corner. Port attempted a three, but it
went off the rim and Amherst
snagged the rebound. Wooster fouled
and the Lord Jeffs iced the game with
clutch free throw shots.
Tim Vandervaart '07 led the Scots
with 20 points, followed by Port with
13 and Cooper with 12. Johnson led
the team in rebounds with seven.
The Scots downfall was poor shootline, where
ing from the three-poi- nt
they shot 26 percent (5 of 19), their
second lowest of the season.
The third place game didn't provide any comfort for the Scots as
Washington University came out
roaring in the second half. The game
was tied at 50, but the Bears then

7"

All-Sectio-

down to six.
Then came one of the key plays of
3,
the game. With Wooster down
Vandervaart went in for a layup and
was fouled. After complaining about the
call, Sherod Harris of Brockport
received a technical foul. Vandervaart
went to the line and split the free
throws for the foul and Devin Fulk '08
went to shoot the technical shots.
The problem was that the referees
made a mistake with the order; the
Scots were not to receive possession
after the technical foul shots. Fulk made
both shots, but Vandervaart had to
shoot again so the two teams cpuld line
up like usual for' the rebound.
Vandervaart made both of these shots,
allowing Wooster to tie the game at 57.
Perhaps still feeling the effects of the
four-poi- nt
play, Brockxrt lost their
57-5-

nal

66-5-

16-po-

int

(66-60-

10-po-

41-3-
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Tim Vandervaart '07 answered on
the next two possessions with
layups. The second layup drew a
foul and an ensuing free throw took the
lead down to seven. Brockx)rt made
two free throws to push the lead back to
back-to-ba-

SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
7
group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist survivors of,
or those who know survivors of sexual assault For assistance please contact:
2006-200-

A

Nancy Anderson
Mary Bader
Shirley Huston-FindlDianna Rhyan
Carroll Meyer

Longbrake
Kauke 005

Wishart 118
The Lilly House
Westminster Church

ey

Ext

8319
Ext. 8357
Ext. S543

Ext
Ext

301

8408

ck

Students may also call the College counselorsmedical staff at Ext. 8319 or a
Campus Minister at Ext 8608. To report an assault, contact the Wooster City
or Campus Security at Ext 8590.
Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or (330)
For information, please access: http:www.wooster.edupolicles.
864-333- 3,

p
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